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Abstract 

Functionally Graded Materials (FGMs) represent a novel approach for the realization of innovative 

properties and/or functions that conventional homogeneous materials cannot accomplish. In 

conventional materials, in fact, the composition or the structure is uniform over the volume; on the 

opposite, in FGMs such features gradually change from layer to layer, with the aim of realizing a 

gradation of properties over the volume and performing a set of specified functions.   

Among FGMs, special attention is given today to Functionally Graded Ceramics (FGCs), designed 

and developed to withstand a variety of severe operative conditions, including high temperatures, 

corrosive environments, abrasion, mechanical and thermal induced stresses. An important application 

field of FGCs is for medical prosthetic devices and artificial tissues, taking inspiration from the 

several examples of living tissues with graded structures. After an introduction on the rationale for 

using FGCs in the biomedical field, the three main types of graded materials developed today (e.g., 

composition, porosity and microstructural graded ceramics) are here reviewed, highlighting the most 

innovative technologies used to develop them, their potentials and challenging features in comparison 

with the monolithic counterparts.  
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1. Introduction to FGCs  

Functionally Graded Materials (FGMs) represent a novel approach for the realization of innovative 

properties and/or functions that conventional homogeneous materials cannot accomplish. In 
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conventional materials, in fact, the composition or the structure tends to be uniform over the volume; 

on the opposite, in FGMs such features gradually change from layer to layer, giving rise to gradual 

variations in the macroscopic properties.  

Different examples of FGMs are available in literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], showing gradation in 

composition, micro/nanostructure (grain size, grain shape, texturization level, etc.), density and other 

physico-chemical properties. Two main key features characterize FGMs: on the one hand, the 

spatially varying property is designed to optimize a desired performance across the whole volume; 

on the other hand, the sharp interfaces existing in traditional composite materials - which is the 

location where failure is often initiated, are here eliminated. For these reasons, FGMs are reported to 

exhibit superior mechanical properties when compared to basic (monolithic) and composite structures 

[2]. 

The first example of FGMs with industrial application was developed in the 1960’s: Fitzer et al. 

fabricated a structure based on carbon and silicon carbide for nuclear fuel ball [6]. Schlichting et al. 

developed Mo/MoSi2 graded structures for Wankel engine sealing blades [7]. At the end of the 

1980’s, a new graded thermal barrier coating was proposed in Japan by Niino and co-workers, in the 

frame of the research project titled “Fundamental Studies on the Relaxation of Thermal Stress by 

Tailoring Graded Structures” [8]. Due to the challenging requirements (a thermal barrier material able 

to withstand a surface temperature of 2000K and a temperature gradient of 1000K, in a cross-section 

of less than 10 mm), the FGM concept was exploited to manufacture the body of a space plane, using 

a ceramic material for the outer surface that is exposed to high temperatures and a thermally 

conductive metal for the inner surface [2]. In such a way, both refractoriness and mechanical 

properties were satisfied in an innovative layered material.  

Since a single material was not able to withstand both high refractoriness and mechanical properties, 

an innovative layered component was designed, made by an outer ceramic layer to withstand high 

temperatures and a thermally conductive material for the inner one surface. 

In the past, the compositions of FGMs typically included at least one metallic phase. More recently, 

the attention focused on ceramic-ceramic and glass-ceramic systems, due to their enormous potential. 

Functionally Graded Ceramics (FGCs) are designed to withstand a variety of severe operative 

conditions, including high temperatures, corrosive environments, abrasion, mechanical and thermal 

induced stresses [2]. An overview of the FGC structures already [9-56] developed and their main 

application fields is proposed in Table 1. 

Although FGCs were developed fairly recently, these materials are not actually new. Gradual 

variations in the microstructure of materials have been exploited for millions of years by the living 
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organisms. FGMs have been long established in nature (biotissues of plants, bamboos, shells, coconut 

leaves and animals) and are even found in our bodies - such as in bones and teeth [57].  

In this work, special attention will be given to FGCs for application in the biomedical field. Rationale 

and potentials of FGCs for use in medicine are illustrated in the next paragraph. In the following ones, 

a deepening of the three main typologies of FGCs which are developed today (e.g., composition, 

porosity and microstructural graded ceramics) is proposed, highlighting the most innovative 

technologies used to develop them, when possible. In particular way, the most recent advances 

achieved by ceramic-ceramic and ceramic-glass functionally graded systems are analysed, also 

including fewer but representative examples of ceramic-polymer multi-layer structures. As a choice, 

ceramic-metal systems are not here discussed, as several and exhaustive works on their application 

in medicine are already available in literature [3, 58] and some implants already commercially used 

[59].  

 

2. Rationale for the use of FGCs in the biomedical field 

Multi-layered and graded materials play a substantial role in the human body. For instance, human 

skin is a complex multi-layered system, consisting of the epidermis, dermis and underlying 

hypodermis, each layer having distinct mechanical properties [60].  

Other examples of graded systems in the human body are provided by the so-called “interface 

tissues”, located between different tissue types, such as tendon-to-bone and cartilage-to-bone 

junctions [61].  

The tendon-to-bone insertion, for instance, is a ligament that connects two extremely different tissues 

across a millimetre-wide region: on one side, the soft tissue of the tendon and on the other side, the 

hard and stiff tissue of bone. Genin et al. observed that the tendon-to-bone insertion is able to 

withstand such a difference in mechanical behavior thanks to the concomitant action of a 

compositional gradient and a structural one [62].  

A further example of multilayer structure is provided by the osteochondral junction. This zone can 

be divided into four layers (superficial, middle, deep and calcified cartilage) depending on their 

different characteristics, including cell types, matrix composition, collagen fibre orientation and 

mechanical properties. The superficial zone is the thinner layer, composed of flattened chondrocytes 

with their long axes parallel to the articular surface. It has highest collagen content, with densely 

packed collagen fibrils, highly ordered and parallel to the articular surface [63]. Functionally, it 

provides a smooth gliding surface, with the lowest compressive modulus and high deformability [63]. 

The intermediate middle zone encompasses 40% to 60% of the articular cartilage volume. 

Characterized by a less organized arrangement of the collagen fibres [64, 65, 66], it is regarded as a 
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zone in which the structure and components are transitional between the superficial and deep layers 

[63]. The deep zone, with the highest compressive modulus, is characterized by radially organized 

components [63]; finally, the calcified zone or “subchondral bone” is where the transition from soft 

to stiff subchondral bone occurs, responsible for firmly attaching the non-calcified cartilage to the 

underlying subchondral bone [67]. The first three layers consist of mostly collagen type II (90%), 

glycosaminoglycans, cells and water; the last layer consists of collagen type I and type X, osteocalcin 

and hydroxyapatite. The cellular content of this junction shows a transition from chondrocytes in the 

superficial layers to osteoblasts and osteoclasts in the subchondral bone, with some overlap in 

function and characteristics [67, 68].  

As a further example, the bone itself could be regarded as a functionally graded system [69]. By the 

compositional point of view, the bone tissue is mainly made by mineralized extracellular matrix 

(ECM), containing both organic and inorganic phases: type-I collagen and hydroxyapatite, 

Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2. By the structural point of view, bones can be classified in various groups, but all 

of them present complicated, hierarchical structures. A typical example is given by long bones, which 

consist of a basic dual structure. The external layer, named cortical bone, is smooth, continuous and 

dense (approximately 1.85 g/cm3). The interior (cancellous bone) is porous with a honeycomb 

structure, filled with blood vessels and bone marrow, with an average porosity of 75–95% and an 

average density of 0.3 g/cm3 [70]. When observed across its transverse section, human bone shows a 

graded structure varying its pore size and porosity distribution, as shown in Figure 1 (A) [69]. The 

size of the pores in normal bone are predominantly in the range of 1-100 microns [71]. Only the 

smaller canaliculi and vasculature channels [71] are in the 1-5 micron range. Osteocyte lacunae and 

Volksmann’s canals are typically 5-15 microns in diameter, while the larger Haversian canals are 50-

100 microns in diameter [71, 72].  

Thus, bone displays a change from a dense external stiff structure to a porous internal one. This 

configuration corresponds to an optimized mechanical design, which produces uniform stress 

distribution with no localized stress peaks [1]. The typical mechanical properties of cortical and 

cancellous bone are shown in Table 2. The anisotropic structure of cortical bone accounts for the 

different properties determined under longitudinal (L) or transversal (T) directions of the applied load 

[70, 73-79]. In spite of such difference, a gradual decrease in mechanical properties - moving from 

cortical to cancellous bone, can be easily observed. 

A last example of natural graded structures is provided by teeth, with a unique hierarchical 

architecture that is responsible of the extraordinary mechanical properties required during the 

mastication process [80-84]. The structural parts of a human tooth consists in enamel, dentin and 

dentin-enamel junction (DEJ), as shown in Figure 1 (B). Enamel forms the outer layer of the tooth 
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and it is mainly composed by apatite crystals in the form of large rods ( 5 μm in diameter), oriented 

in a perpendicular direction from the DEJ toward the tooth surface. They are held together by a minor 

(1-2 wt%) organic phase, composed by a protein/peptide mixture. Enamel must resist to high contact 

stress (of about 2.5 GPa), due to direct contact with opposite teeth and external objects [85]. 

Therefore, high hardness, stiffness and sufficient toughness are essential to support high stress and 

minimize cracking and fracture. Regarding the dentin, it consists of dentinal tubules (65-70 wt%) 

wrapped with peritubular dentin and embedded in a collagen matrix containing hydroxyapatite 

prisms. As a result of this dual structure, the surface of the teeth (enamel) is hard and brittle and 

extremely wear resistant, whereas the internal part (dentin) is softer, flexible and durable. The main 

mechanical properties of these two layers are summarized in Table 2. Between them, a functionally 

graded junction (DEJ) is present allowing a smooth transition of the mechanical properties: hardness 

decreases from the outside enamel region towards the dentin, while toughness increases. Such an 

interface inhibits the propagation of cracks from the enamel to the dentin, thus supporting the tooth 

integrity during masticatory actions.  

Inspired by those examples of natural tissues, the development of artificial implants with graded 

structures and functionalities is nowadays increasing [86]. Table 3 gives an overview of different 

FGCs developed in the biomedical field with their main applications [46-48, 51, 87-112]. 

With reference to scaffolds for bone regeneration, the amount and size distribution of porosity - both 

at macroscopic and microscopic level, are important morphological properties. Although the bone 

ingrowth mechanisms depend on the biomaterial itself, it is commonly recognized that relatively 

larger pores favour direct osteogenesis (through vascularization and high oxygenation) and 

osteointegration, while smaller pores result in osteochondral ossification [70].  

Henriques [1] reported that the fabrication of hydroxyapatite ceramics with porosity gradients 

improved the osteoconduction and demonstrated excellent bioactivity. 

In addition, by modulating the density from layer to layer, a better mimicking of the natural bone is 

achieved, with the result of coupling the necessary mechanical strength to biological functions. A 

common approach is to develop a graded structure, but inverse as compared to natural bone, with a 

dense core and a porous surface [46]. In fact, the macropores in the outer layer provide access for 

cells and blood vessels and enhance the formation of new bone, whereas the inner denser structure 

improve the strength of the implant [113].  

Tuning or grading the porosity is even more important in the case of multiple tissues regeneration, as 

in the case of bone-to-cartilage junction. Here, more than one cell type is necessary, and these 

different cells require different environments in vivo. This means that they have different scaffold 

requirements, mainly in terms of pore sizes and amount [114]. Thus, a well-engineered scaffold 
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should be tailored with the appropriate pore features according to the needs of the specific cells, in 

order to better accommodate the proliferation and growth of the cells [70, 114]. Previous studies [115, 

116] have demonstrated that the pore size and substrate surface morphology influence cell 

morphology and phenotypic expression. This means that different sizes of pores are suitable for 

ingrowth of different tissues [117]. This aspect has been investigated by several researchers, 

correlating the cell types to their preferred scaffold pore size, as reported in Table 4 [114].  

Therefore, while uniform porous materials only allow one particular tissue type to grow in, graded 

porous materials can repair and reconstruct two or more different tissues simultaneously, as the 

different regions provide different microenvironments.  

The concept of functionally graded structures has been also applied to dental restorations, showing 

improvement in damage resistance and aesthetic appearance as compared to tradition materials.  

In fact, the unsatisfactory performance reported by clinical studies on all-ceramic restorations, such 

as fracture, poor aesthetic properties of ceramic cores, as well as the difficulty in achieving strong 

ceramic-resin-based cement bond have been successfully addressed by the FGC systems [1]. To fully 

understand the advantages provided by FGCs, we should consider that traditional dental restorations 

are usually made by a strong framework, responsible for withstanding masticatory stresses, and a 

veneer layer responsible for aesthetics. ZrO2 and Al2O3 have been used as framework materials due 

to their excellent mechanical properties, good aesthetic and biocompatibility [124-126]. Porcelain is 

the material chosen as veneer, due to its colour and translucency appearance that matches the ones of 

the teeth. In the processing of all-ceramic restorations, porcelain is fired onto the framework at high 

temperatures; during subsequent cooling, thermal residual stresses - due to differences in the 

coefficients of thermal expansion (CTEs) between the framework and the veneering porcelain, arise 

at their interface [127, 128]. In addition, the mismatch between the Young's moduli of the two ceramic 

phases creates stress fields upon mastication, which can lead to crack formation, porcelain chipping 

and ultimately catastrophic failure of the prosthesis [128, 129]. A solution to overcome this problem 

is using an interlayer with intermediate properties between the framework and the veneer, allowing 

reducing the mismatches in materials properties. Recent studies have shown that gradation of 

properties across the two materials is an excellent approach to mitigate residual stresses and improve 

the performance of dental restorations [55, 56, 91, 130]. 

Still with the aim of overcoming the high failure rate occurring at the core-veneer interface [129], it 

does exist a second way to exploit the FGCs concept. It consists in the infiltration of the Al2O3- or 

ZrO2-core with a glass, producing a gradation in composition, microstructure and properties [90, 

131,132]. Within this approach, the application of the external veneer can be avoided. On the 

opposite, it is possible to fabricate dual-phase single pieces, in which the residual outer glass layer 
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provides the required aesthetic appearance, followed by a graded ceramic-glass structure 

characterized by a progressive increase in density, elastic modulus and hardness [55, 90, 131, 132].  

 

3. Compositional graded ceramics for biomedical applications 

 

3.1. Bioinert and bioactive ceramics  

Different types of ceramic materials are used for biomedical applications. Generally, it is possible to 

distinguish bioceramics into bioinert, bioactive and bioresorbable [133,134].  

Bioinert ceramics, such as Al2O3 and Yttria-Stabilized ZrO2 (hereafter labelled as Y-TZP), are 

characterized by high strength, hardness and wear resistance, but they are nearly inert, meaning that 

they show a negligible interaction with the surrounding living tissues [135,136]. They are mainly 

used for high load-bearing applications, such as hip prostheses for orthopaedics and dental implants 

and restorations [137]. Bioactive ceramics, on the opposite, can play an active role in biological 

processes. Bioactivity, for example, consists of supplying constitutive building blocks (e.g., ions) for 

inducing chemical bonding with living tissue, promoting tissue regeneration or activating biological 

pathways (e.g., favouring or orienting cell activity). Finally, bioresorbable ceramics show the unique 

property to be resorbed in vivo, thus to be replaced by natural bone in the bone tissue. Among 

bioactive and bioresorbable ceramics, calcium phosphates (CaP) are widely used for bone substitution 

[133, 138]. Hydroxyapatite (HA, Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) and β-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP, Ca3(PO4)2) 

are the most used CaP phases due to their chemical compositions close to the mineral part of bone 

[139]. They are biocompatible [140] and osteoconductive [141,142]. HA is known to be more 

efficient to bond directly with bone [143], whereas β-TCP shows a higher bioresorbability in vivo 

[144]. Biphasic Calcium Phosphate (BCP) materials consist in a mixture of HA and β-TCP [145]. 

The association of the two CaP phases allows a control of the dissolution rate thanks to the HA/β-

TCP rate: the lower the rate, the higher the resorbability [145, 146]. BCP can be fabricated by 

mechanical mixing of commercial HA and β-TCP powders [147] or by sintering of a calcium deficient 

apatite (CDA, Ca10-x(HPO4)x(PO4)6-x(OH)2-x) [148]. This latter phase decomposes into HA and β-

TCP above 700°C and the Ca/P ratio of the sintered sample reflects the Ca/P ratio of the initial CDA 

[148,149]. Due to their low mechanical properties (for HA, fracture strength range of 90-120 MPa 

[150] and fracture toughness range of 1.0–1.2 MPam [151]) in comparison with those of human 

bone (see values in Table 2), their applications are limited to low load-bearing functions or small 

segmental bone defects [141,142]. HA is a stoichiometric component whereas the mineral part of 

bone is composed of a biological apatite. The latter is characterized by many possible cationic (Ca2+ 

sites) or anionic (PO4
3- and/or OH- sites) substitutions [152]. The predominant substituent in the 
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mineral part of bone is the carbonate ion (CO3
2-) [153]. It is known to reduce the crystallinity in the 

apatite lattice, thus to increase its solubility and to enhance bone regeneration [152,154]. Carbonate 

can substitute to the two anionic sites of the HA structure: at OH- sites (A-type substitution) and at 

PO4
3- sites (B-type substitution) [153-156]. The presence of both types of substitutions has been 

reported [157]. For this reason, many authors synthesized substituted apatites and especially 

carbonate apatites [155,158,159] to obtain bone substitution closer to the mineral part of bone.  

Bioactive glasses are another class of bioactive materials mainly used for bone substitution. The first 

bioactive glass was named 45S5 or Bioglass®: it was a silicate glass containing Na2O, CaO and P2O5 

(with a high Ca/P ratio) [160]. It was discovered that this glass was able to bond strongly and quickly 

with bone via the formation of a carbonate-substituted apatite layer on the glass surface [161-163]. 

Since then, many other materials were developed: bioactive glasses with other compositions (borate 

or borosilicate based glasses [163, 164]) or glass-ceramics [165].  

 

3.2. FGCs made from bioinert and/or bioactive ceramics 

Different bioinert (resp. bioactive) ceramics can be associated to obtain a gradation in composition, 

in order to take advantage of the difference in properties of the constituent materials. However, 

different approaches have been followed.  

The first one relates to graded ceramics based on the combination of all-inert phases, to maximize the 

mechanical performances. Anné et al. realized complex-shape functionally graded Al2O3/3Y-TZP-

based femoral heads [48]. The composition gradient was engineered to obtain a pure Al2O3 surface 

region and a homogeneous Al2O3/ZrO2 core, with intermediate continuously graded regions. The final 

goal was to generate appropriate and controlled thermal residual stresses after sintering, and 

particularly a compressive surface in the outer Al2O3 layer, with beneficial effect on the wear 

resistance [87]. To achieve the designed graded complex structure, the electrophoretic deposition 

(EPD) technique was employed, in which the composition of the ceramic suspension was opportunely 

adjusted during deposition time. In a similar research [88], sequential slip-casting of Al2O3 and ZrO2 

aqueous suspensions was used to develop the same compositionally graded material. X-ray diffraction 

and neutron diffraction analysis confirmed the presence of a residual compressive stress at the surface 

of the step-graded samples. Both wear and friction decreased with an increase in the compressive 

stress level, as predicted, leading to a reduction of crack nucleation and propagation phenomena. As 

a point of innovation, Ginter at el. showed the potential of the direct inkjet printing (DIP) technology 

in producing Al2O3/3Y-TZP [49] innovative structures. 3D ceramics and FGCs are built up via precise 

drop-wise combination of materials on the substrate, by implementing different printheads for Al2O3 

and 3Y-TZP. Cylindrical parts consisting of 800 single layers were produced, with a sintered density 
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of 97.5%. No delamination or other process-related flaws were observed. Further improvement of the 

DIP technology will permit the creation of graded structures with varying material composition in 

every spatial directions.  

The second approach relates to FGCs made by all-active bioceramics (mainly CaP or bioglass) with 

the aim of modulating the biological properties, especially about the bioresorbability. Kon et al. [100] 

fabricated a FGC structure, with a gradation of HA and α-TCP weight fraction. α-TCP is a high-

temperature polymorph of β-TCP which can be retained at room temperature and is characterized 

higher solubility than HA and β-TCP [166]. Wong et al. [101] developed a dense four-layer FGC 

based on fluorine-substituted apatite and β-TCP with a variation of β-TCP content from one layer to 

the other. Marković et al. developed FGCs based on CPs, realizing a simultaneous gradation in 

density, phase composition (HA/β-TCP ratio) and mechanical properties (hardness and Young's 

modulus). Multilayered samples were fabricated by uniaxial pressing of stoichiometric HA and 

calcium deficient HA powders. During reaction sintering, calcium deficient HA transformed in BCP 

(HA+β-TCP), finally yielding HA/BCP FGMs, which could provide appropriate resorption rate of 

artificial bone material [167]. 

Finally, the third and most exploited approach implies the joining of bioinert with bioactive ceramics, 

to obtain new combination of properties. In particular, for orthopaedic applications, bioinert and 

bioactive ceramics are combined to provide an ideal combination of bioactivity, mainly localized at 

the material surface, with suitable physical and mechanical properties of the bulk.  

The first solution developed to achieve this combination of properties was realized by coating Al2O3 

or ZrO2 implants by active ceramics (such as HA [103] or bioactive glass [104]). Coating is a well-

known process used to modify the surface properties without altering the bulk. In the biomedical 

field, the idea of modifying the implant surface is based on the fact that surface properties greatly 

affect the biological behaviour of a biomaterial [168,169] and could promote tissue integration and 

ingrowth. The most common processes to apply coatings include dip coating [105], plasma spraying 

[170] and sputtering [171]. Although the wide literature related to the application of coatings on 

biomedical materials and devices, some issues still remain, especially for CaP coatings. Poor stability 

of the coated layer and weak bond strength have been often observed [169], which could lead to 

delamination and failure [172]. Moreover, in the case of CaP-coated ZrO2 or Al2O3, reactions between 

the different phases can occur and generate undesirable new phases at the interfaces (e.g. CaZrO3 

from ZrO2 and HA [173] or CaAl2O4 from HA and Al2O3 [174]). To overcome these problems, one 

approach consists in creating a gradient of composition in the coated layer itself, giving rise to 

multilayered coatings. Following this approach, Kim et al. [105] added an intermediate layer of 

fluorapatite between zirconia and HA layers. Shahabudin et al. [175] fabricated a HA coated alumina 
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foam by dip coating with a bentonite intermediate layer. It was shown that the HA layer was more 

uniform on the alumina struts in the presence of the bentonite intermediate layer. Various glass/HA 

layers were coated on a titanium substrate with a gradient in HA content from the inner layer (0 wt%) 

to the outer layer (100 wt%) [176].  

Compositionally FGCs appear as a good alternative to both single- and multi-layer coatings, in which 

the gradation is realized within the bulk of the materials, and not only at the surface, without 

distinction between a substrate and a layer. In order to combine mechanical performance to biological 

activities, Afzal et al. developed an HA-Al2O3-Yttria-stabilized tetragonal ZrO2 (Y-TZP) structure, 

characterized by a smooth gradation of functionalities: enhanced toughening of the Y-TZP bulk, and 

retained biocompatibility of the HA surface [51]. Due to the significant difference in fracture 

toughness of HA ( 1.2 MPam [129]) and Y-TZP (~ 9 MPam [130]), these two materials have been 

joined by a transition layer of Al2O3 (having an intermediate fracture toughness of ~ 4-5 MPam 

[177]), allowing a minimum gradient of mechanical properties. More in details, three layers of 

powders (the former made by HA + 20 wt% Al2O3, the intermediate by Al2O3 + 20 wt% Y-TZP and 

the latter by pure Y-TZP) were sintered together by Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS) process. The step-

wise functional variation of hardness and toughness along the cross section of graded material was 

successfully achieved. Strong adherence and absence of cracking at the interfaces indicated matching 

of fracture toughness gradation. Successive cell culture experiments provided clear evidences of cell 

adhesion and cell proliferation on the HA surface, indicating good cytocompatibility of the material. 

These results suggest the potential use of this new graded structure as bone replacement material in 

demanding orthopaedic applications, which require good biocompatible surface besides better 

toughness and hardness.  

Guo et al. produced a laminated and functionally graded HA/Y-TZP ceramic, still by SPS [53]. In 

this case, powder mixtures of HA and Y-TZP (containing 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 wt% Y-TZP) were 

ball-milled and uniaxially pressed, before sintering at 1200°C. The Y-TZP grains were uniformly 

dispersed in the HA matrix, the latter showing a significant lower grain size as compared to that in 

pure HA phase. Most important, HA/Y-TZP functionally graded composites showed remarkable 

improvement in mechanical property compared with pure HA ceramics. The microhardness and 

Young’s modulus increased stepwise from the pure HA layer to the HA+40 wt% Y-TZP layer across 

the functionally graded composite. The bending strength of the graded material reached around 200 

MPa, which was almost the double of the strength achieved by pure HA ceramics. 

Several works relate to the development of glass/alumina or zirconia graded structures, especially for 

dental applications [90, 91,131]. In fact, ceramic dental crown restorations are normally used to 

replace the damaged tooth structure. In this field, high-strength ceramics, like Al2O3 and ZrO2, are 
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normally used. However, an important issue is their quite opaque appearance, needing an outer thick 

porcelain veneer, able to induce a gradual change in translucency to mask the ceramic core and to 

achieve a better aesthetic outcome. Therefore, new FGCs materials have been successfully designed 

and developed to combine an aesthetic, low elastic modulus and low hardness glass veneer with a 

high strength ceramic core, without a sharp interface between the materials. Fabris et al. compared 

the thermal residual stresses generated inside "traditional" ceramic restorations, made by a strong 

ceramic framework and an external aesthetic veneer with those of multi-layer ceramics [178]. In 

particular way, three different multi-layer designs were analysed by finite elemental analysis: i) a 

conventional two-layer (zirconia core - feldspathic porcelain veneer); ii) a three-layer structure, with 

a step-wise transition from the bottom zirconia layer to the upper porcelain one; iii) a graded structure, 

with a continuous transition between the two layers. It was shown that both homogeneous and graded 

multi-layer structures (e.g, ii) and iii)), yielded the lowest thermal stress, significantly lower as 

compared to the two-layer system. These results indicate that, by proper design, it is possible to reduce 

the risk of failure for all-ceramic dental materials and to develop more reliable restorative systems. 

Zhang et al. developed functionally graded structures to fabricate all-ceramic restorations with proper 

aesthetics [90, 132]. Two kinds of ceramic-glass graded structures were prepared, based on Al2O3 

and 3Y-TZP, respectively. Two silicate glasses were developed to infiltrate the two ceramic 

substrates, by tuning the compositions in order to match as much as possible the CTE of the ceramic 

cores and to avoid significant residual thermal stresses. In such a way, only a gradation of the elastic 

modulus was produced in the two materials. The high glass content present at the surface of both 

Al2O3 and 3Y-TZP-based FGCs provided the required optical appearance of the material and was 

characterized by an elastic modulus of 67 GPa, similar to that of dental porcelain. Then, the glass 

concentration gradually decreases moving towards the inner layers, leading to a dense Y-TZP as well 

as Al2O3 core. In the case of ZrO2-glass system, the glassy phase induced a significant growth of the 

zirconia grains, which however maintained their tetragonal structure and hence their toughening 

effect. In both materials, a gradual increase of the elastic modulus – moving from the surface to the 

core – was achieved as well as superior load-bearing capacity, 20-50% higher than conventional 

homogeneous materials. In Figure 2, an image of ZrO2-based graded dental units, with a thin external 

aesthetic glass layer at both the occlusal and cementation surfaces, is depicted [132].  

Still in the frame of ceramic dental restorations, GFCs are also exploited to overcome the second  

important issue related to their high failure rate (around 1-3% each year [179]). The major clinical 

failure mode is the subsurface radial crack in the ceramic, induced by the tensile stress concentration 

at the interface between the crown (e.g., the dental ceramic) and the cement [86], which plays the role 

to join the crown to dentin. This phenomenon is mainly due to the Young’s modulus mismatch 
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between the ceramic crown material and the cement, as already reported in section 2. On the other 

hand, in natural tooth, the DEJ provides a graded interface between dentin and enamel layers, thus 

reducing the stress in the surrounding parts [180]. Therefore, inspired by the structure of the DEJ, 

many efforts today are focusing on the development of FGCs layers, to be placed between the ceramic 

core and the dental cement, with the aim to grade the stiffness from the exterior to the inner part. 

Finite element simulations [86, 91, 181] show that the presence of a FGM layer can significantly 

reduce the interfacial stress (up to 30%) and increase the critical crack length [86] with the result of 

improved durability of the ceramic prosthesis.  

 

3.3. FGCs made from ceramic-polymer composites 

To conclude this section, ceramic-polymer graded materials for tissue engineered scaffolds have to 

be mentioned. In particular way, this concept applies to osteochondral defects, which encompass 

injury in bone, cartilage and bone-cartilage interface. With a better understanding of the mechanical 

performance, structure and biology of bone and cartilage, the reconstruction of these two individual 

areas has led to improved tissue engineering constructs. However, real advances have been achieved 

only after a deeper understanding of osteochondral interface and bone-cartilage interactions [182]. 

This has led to multiphasic or graded scaffolds, in which two materials are used, one to resemble the 

cartilage, the other the subchondral bone/bone phase. In addition, a structural interface is also added, 

to mimic the transitional area between these two parts [183].  

Tampieri et al. developed HA/collagen-based osteochondral scaffolds, organized in different 

integrated layers [110]. In particular way, the structure was composed by a lower layer made by 

mineralized collagen (HA/collagen: 70/30 wt%) mimicking the subchondral bone; an intermediate 

layer, with a lower content of mineral phase (HA/collagen: 40/60 wt%) and resembling the tidemark; 

an upper layer, made by hyaluronic acid-charged collagen, mimicking the cartilaginous region. The 

layers were stacked and freeze-dried to obtain an integrated monolithic composite. The different 

layers were expected to induce, selectively, bone or cartilage tissues ingrowth. In fact, the material 

loaded with articular chondrocytes and cultured for 2 weeks yielded cartilaginous tissue formation 

exclusively in the upper layer; on the opposite, in the subchondral layer, only a fibrous tissue was 

developed. On the other hand, etopic implantation in nude mice of the graded scaffold, after loading 

with bone marrow stromal cells, resulted in new bone formation, which remained confined within the 

lower mineralized layer, and was not present in the cartilaginous region. 

Jiang et al. developed a multiphase osteochondral scaffold, having the following composition: i) a 

cartilage layer, composed of agarose hydrogel; ii) a bone layer, made by microspheres of polylactide-

co-glycolide (PLGA) and 45S5 bioactive glass (BG), sintered together to form a 3D interconnected 
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microsphere phase; iii) an interface region consisting of a hybrid phase of the previous ones [183]. 

Controlled chondrocytes and osteoblasts cultures on each scaffold region successfully resulted in the 

formation of three distinct yet continuous regions of cartilage, calcified cartilage and bone-like 

matrices.  

Polymer-ceramic graded structures have also been designed for bone substitution. Liao et al. [184] 

fabricated a three-layer graded scaffold by layer-by-layer solvent casting method. It consists in: i) a 

polylactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA) layer, ii) an intermediate layer made of carbonate apatite-

collagen-PLGA composite with 4 wt% of apatite and iii) a layer made of the same composite with 8 

wt% of apatite.  

 

4. Porosity graded ceramics for biomedical applications 

Within the porosity graded materials, the volume, shape and size of the pores are designed and 

gradually varied, according to the targeted properties of the FGCs.  

As explained in section 2, to mimic the bimodal structure of the bone (cortical and cancellous, 

respectively), a biomedical implant should be designed with a porosity gradient from inner to outer 

layers. Pores with a particular dimension and morphology are essential requirement for 

osteoconduction, whereas the strength is inversely dependent on macro-porosity volume [185,186].  

In addition, if a scaffold is designed to undergo a bioresorbability process, then the desired rate of 

degradation should be taken into account when the porosity is assessed. In fact, scaffolds fabricated 

from biomaterials with a high degradation rate should not have high porosities, since rapid depletion 

of the biomaterial will compromise the mechanical and structural integrity before substitution by 

newly formed bone. In contrast, scaffolds fabricated from biomaterials with low degradation rates 

and significant mechanical properties can be highly porous, because the higher pore surface area 

interacting with the host tissue can accelerate degradation [70].  

Keeping in mind such features, Wang et al. developed a novel calcium phosphate-based 

biodegradable scaffold, characterized by a porosity gradient structure [185]. The dense outer layer 

was connected with the most porous one (60 vol% of pores) by a middle layer, having an intermediate 

porosity (30 vol%). As a reference, a homogeneous, monolithic calcium-phosphate porous scaffold 

(33 vol% of pores) was prepared as well. To evaluate the degradability, both scaffolds were placed 

into a Tris-HCl buffer solution (pH = 7.4, temperature = 37°C) for a time ranging from 1 to 28 days. 

It was found that both materials presented the same degradation rate and amount (weight loss 10% 

after 28 days of testing). On the opposite, a clear difference in mechanical properties was assessed. 

In the graded scaffold, the compressive strength was almost the double as compared to the monolithic 

material in the starting, un-degraded condition. In addition, after 28 days of immersion test, the 
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compressive strength decreased of 53% and 17% for the homogeneous and graded scaffolds, 

respectively. The authors suggested a potential application of the graded scaffold in large segmental 

bone implants. 

Recently, Lee et al. have developed porous HA scaffolds with porosity-graded structures by 

sequential freeze-casting process. HA/camphene slurries with different HA contents (10, 15, 20, 25, 

40, and 50 vol%) were prepared by ball milling at 60°C, poured into a cylindrical moulds and 

solidified at 42°C [46]. To achieve the desired gradation, HA slurries at the higher solid contents were 

cast around previously solidified HA suspensions at lower solid loading. Then, the two-layer green 

bodies were freeze dried to sublimate the camphene and generate pores. After sintering at 1250°C/2h, 

the final graded scaffolds were obtained. In Figure 3 [46] we can appreciate the optical (A), micro 

computed tomography  (micro-CT) (B) and SEM (C,D) images of a two-layer material, characterized 

by a continuous and homogeneous interface between the dense and the porous parts, without 

significant processing flaws or delamination phenomena. The porosity amount showed an almost 

linear dependence with the HA content in the initial slurry. Micro-CT analysis shows that the 

interconnectivity of the porous regions was greater than 99%, due to the dendritic growth of 

camphene, which generated open pores upon sublimation. The compressive strengths were modulated 

by changing the relative thicknesses of the dense/porous parts. In particular way, the compressive 

strength increased from 7 to 47 MPa when the above thickness ratio increased from 0 to 3. In such a 

way, the authors demonstrated the feasibility of the method to customize the structural feature of the 

scaffold, thus to match those of the surrounding bone. Finally, the graded scaffold showed excellent 

biocompatibility, with cells viability and proliferation significantly higher as compared to monolithic 

tricalcium phosphate, used as a control.  

Recently, the authors have developed an innovative calcium phosphate/polycaprolactone (PCL) 

scaffold, characterized by a gradation in both composition and porosity fraction [187]. The scaffold 

is made of i) a dense HA/β-TCP core, ii) a macroporous, intermediate HA/β-TCP layer and iii) a 

macroporous PCL/(HA/β-TCP) external layer. The concept behind this design is to provide both 

mechanical strength - thanks to the dense calcium phosphate core, and an active environment towards 

the living tissue thanks to the porous polymer-based layer. In addition, an increased amount of β-TCP 

as respect to HA, moving from the inner to the outer layer is designed, with the aim to maximize the 

mechanical strength of the core and the bioresorbability of the external layer [188-190]. The major 

point of innovation of this structure, as compared to previous literature on porosity graded structures 

[46,185,186] is the joining - in a simple but effective way - of an external polymer layer to an inner 

ceramic one. The ceramic layers were fabricated by gel-casting, according to some previous 

experiences related to both dense and porous samples [191-193], whereas the composite layer was 
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obtained by a solvent casting/particle leaching process. A gradation in porosity amount was therefore 

achieved: relative densities of about 80%, 35% and 25% were respectively obtained, moving from 

the inner ceramic core to the outer polymer/ceramic layer. A part from the transition from the ceramic 

to the porous layer, a gradation within the HA/β-TCP weight ratio was achieved: from 56/44 into the 

ceramic core, to 44/56 into the transition ceramic layer and to a final 31/69 into the external polymer 

layer. In Figure 4, some images of the three-layer structure are depicted.  

As the scaffolds presented above, many porosity-graded structures were fabricated by adapting 

conventional processes usually used for porous materials: freeze-drying, use of porogens, foaming of 

a suspension, replication of a sponge [86]. The use of porogens involves the stacking of different 

layers containing different volume fractions and/or particle size of pore formers. This technique was 

successfully used to obtain HA with a pore size range of 700 μm and pore volume fraction range of 

70-89 % [194]. The replication method can be also adapted for FGCs: Tampieri et al. made a two-

layer HA scaffold with two different porous zones resulting from impregnation of polymeric sponge 

by two different HA slurries [94]. Although extensive research has been conducted, conventional 

manufacturing techniques still exhibit some limitations  especially for more and more complex graded 

structures. To overcome these drawbacks, rapid prototyping (RP) has been proposed in the last 

decades. It can be defined as a layer-by-layer building of structures following a computer-aided 

design (CAD) model. Several  advantages  over  conventional  methods  are  remarkable: repeatability 

of the process, control of the scaffold architecture at the macro-scale (final shape) and micro-scale 

(porosity fraction, distribution, shape, size) [86], customized and patient-tailored scaffolds. It includes 

Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM), stereolithography, Selective Laser Sintering (SLS), 3D Printing 

(3DP).  

Sherwood et al. [109] used a TheriFormTM three-dimensional printing process, which consists on 

selectively binding powder process through a liquid binder, thus to form solid three-dimensional 

objects, one layer at a time. The aim was to design and develop an osteochondral scaffold, requiring 

a rigid control of  pore size. In fact, large pore sized part is to be implanted into bone for bone 

ingrowth, whereas the small pore sized part is to allow cartilage to grow in. In other words, the graded 

porous implant can be used to select or promote attachment of specific cell types in the implant prior 

to and/or after implantation [186]. In this specific case, the powder beds were made by 

polymer/porogen or polymer/ceramic/porogen mixtures. The selected polymer was PLGA, the 

ceramic phase was tricalcium phosphate (TCP) and the porogen was NaCl, which was then leached 

by immersion in water, leading to the desired porous structure. The porosity was varied by changing 

the amount of NaCl across the scaffold. The upper (cartilage) region was highly porous (90 vol%) 

and was composed of D,L-PLGA/L-PLA, with macroscopic channels to facilitate homogenous cell 
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seeding. The lower, cloverleaf-shaped bone portion has a lower porosity (55 vol%) and consisted of 

a L-PLGA/TCP composite, designed to maximize bone ingrowth while maintaining sufficient 

mechanical properties. The transition region between these two sections contained a gradient of 

materials and porosity, able to prevent delamination. The difference in the porosity level and size was 

opportunely designed to guide the chondrocytes activities and to facilitate the mineralized bone 

ingrowth. In fact, chondrocytes preferentially attached to the cartilage portion of the device, and 

biochemical and histological analyses showed that cartilage formed during a 6-week in vitro culture 

period. The tensile strength of the bone region was similar in magnitude to fresh cancellous human 

bone, suggesting that these scaffolds have desirable mechanical properties for in vivo applications, 

including full joint replacement. 

Polypropylene-β-TCP graded scaffolds were fabricated by FDM by Kalita et al [195] for bone 

substitution. The structures were made of concentric cylinders with a variation of pore size or shape 

from centre to periphery. In FDM, the part is built by extruding filaments of materials from an 

extrusion nozzle to create layers. Pore shape and size were obtained by varying the FDM processing 

parameters during the process. 

Selective laser sintering (SLS) is another rapid prototyping process in which a laser sinters small 

particles of polymeric, ceramic, or glass powders into a dense component [86]. The laser selectively 

sinters powdered material by scanning the surface of a powder bed following a 3D CAD model. 

Different polymer/ceramic composites have been obtained for bone substitution, as PCL/HA [108] 

or poly(ether-ether-ketone)/HA [196]. 

Stereolithography is a process in which a laser scans the surface of a light-sensitive resin according 

to a 3D computer model. The resin solidifies after exposure to the laser and this forms a layer of the 

final 3D structure. The process is repeated for each layer of the sample to produce. To produce 

ceramic parts, a light-sensitive ceramic suspension containing the ceramic powder, the resin and 

binders is used. This strategy was used to fabricate β-TCP porous part of an osteochondral scaffold 

by Bian et al. [197]. This part is the bone part of the osteochondral junction while the cartilage part 

was fabricated by gel-casting of type I collagen. Finally both parts were bonded by freeze-drying to 

obtain the final osteochondral junction.  

 

5. Microstructural graded ceramics for biomedical applications 

Microstructural graded materials are another type of FGCs, where the microstructure is tailored to 

achieve different functionalities and properties.  

By applying this approach, Zhou et al. [45] developed a novel functionally graded HA bioceramic, 

in which the grain size varied from the micro to the nano range. Such innovative structure was 
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conceived on the ground of the enhanced properties shown by nanocrystalline HA ceramics as 

compared to conventional, micronic ones. This includes increased mechanical properties [198, 199] 

and better biological performance, as attested by both in vitro and in vivo tests [193, 200]. Nano-HA 

showed, in fact, increased bioactivity towards cells and tissues, probably due to its similarity to 

chemical composition and mineral structure of bone tissue. In its nanocrystalline form, HA improves 

the biomineralization process [201], promotes ion exchange within a physiological environment, 

increases protein adsorption and cellular response [45]. A nanocrystalline HA powder (grain size in 

the range 50-80 nm), synthesized by wet-chemical method, was pressed and sintered by a two-step 

sintering method, according to previous studies [202]. In this process, samples are first heated at a 

high temperature (T1), to achieve relatively high density, and then cooled down to an intermediate 

temperature (T2) at which densification prevails over grain growth. By proper optimization of the 

sintering schedule, HA ceramics characterized by a graded microstructure were obtained: an outer 

layer, with HA grains of 60-80 nm in size, an inner layer made by 0.5-2.0 μm-sized HA grains, a 

transition layer showing grains of both size ranges. A simulation of the local temperature distribution 

inside the sample showed a progressive decrease of the temperature moving from inner to outer 

layers, responsible of the gradation in grain size.  

Morsi et al. succeeded in fabricating Al2O3 samples for orthopaedic applications characterized by a 

continuous decreasing of the grain size along its thickness [47]. Several batches of commercial α-

Al2O3 powders, with size of 50, 100, 150 and 250 nm respectively, were ball-milled and used in a 

sequentially slip casting process. So, the slips were cast in plastic moulds placed on a plaster of Paris 

base, to form a graded green compact, with layers of increasing grain size along the height. After hot-

pressing, nearly full dense ceramics characterized by a gradient in grain size (from about 380 nm in 

the inner layer to 580 nm in the outer one) were achieved. At the same time, a hardness profile 

exhibiting a gradual transition along the thickness of the materials (the finer the grain size, the higher 

the hardness) was successfully obtained.  

Si3N4 is gaining increasing attention as a biomedical-grade ceramic. Besides high strength and 

fracture toughness, it is biocompatible, stable in vivo and visible on X-ray radiographs. It is already 

clinically used for spinal fusion implants and it is being developed for other biomedical applications 

such as bearings in hip and knee arthroplasty and dental implants [203]. One important advantage of 

Si3N4 ceramics is the possibility to tailor their microstructures and, consequently, their properties, by 

controlling the α  β phase transformation that occurs during sintering at high temperature [204, 

205]. In fact, the growth of large, elongated β-Si3N4 grains of high aspect ratio – starting from the 

finer, equiaxed α-Si3N4 ones, produces an in situ toughening mechanism [206, 207], although the 

material becomes less hard due to the decreasing α-phase content. The control of this phase 
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transformation, leading to phase gradients in the specimens, would open great technological 

possibilities, such as high toughness and hardness values in a single specimen. To this aim, Belmonte 

et al. fabricated graded Si3N4 materials using SPS as a densification technique [204]. Here, a modified 

configuration of the SPS machine was employed, in which the contact sections between the plungers 

and die were varied, to gain control of the current intensity and hence the temperature profile inside 

the specimens. In such a way, the degree of α  β phase transformation in Si3N4 ceramics was 

tailored, and hence their microstructure and properties. After sintering at 1650°C, fully dense, graded 

materials were obtained. The α-phase content gradually increased along the cross section of the 

material, from a starting 4 vol% in the top surface to a final 61 vol% in the bottom one. As a 

consequence, a graded microstructure was produced, in which the average grain size decreased from 

 500 nm in the low-α-phase layer, to  200 nm in the rich-α-phase layer, accompanied by a similar 

decrease in aspect ratio (from 2.3 to 1.5). The hardness showed a clear evolution, increasing from the 

top to bottom surfaces, as the α-phase content increased. As expected, the fracture toughness showed 

the opposite trend, with maximum values at the top surface, with the highest β- Si3N4 content. Here, 

the elongated coarse grains are responsible of the material toughening effect, through different 

mechanisms  which include pull-out, crack deflection and crack bridging. 

As a last example, a very innovative approach was recently proposed by Le Ferrand et al., who 

developed heterogeneous/graded materials by exploiting a magnetically assisted slip casting process 

[208]. The authors proposed a new additive manufacturing route to create lamellar composites, with 

locally controlled texture. This was achieved by combining the slip-casting technology with a recently 

developed approach able to control the orientation and distribution of anisotropic particles, contained 

in the slurry, by applying magnetic fields. To this aim, the anisotropic particles were coated with 

superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs), to become magnetically responsive [209]. The 

slip casting process led to the deposition of a cake on the surface of the porous mould. By applying 

an external magnetic field, it was possible to orient the anisotropic particles throughout the thickness 

of the cake. Changing the direction of the magnetic field, heterogeneous composites with any desired 

orientation of anisotropic particles throughout the thickness of the material were obtained. This 

approach was successfully used to reproduce the complex architecture of a biological tooth, as shown 

in Figure 5. The design of the structure is presented in (a), where – to mimic the dentin-enamel layers 

of a natural tooth – a two-layer structure, with differently oriented particles, is proposed. The material 

was then fabricated by sequentially casting two different aqueous suspensions into a porous mould, 

reproducing the tooth shape. The suspension used to mimic the dentin-like layer consisted of a 

mixture of alumina platelets (20 vol%) and isotropic alumina nanoparticles (13 vol%), suspended in 

a 5 wt% poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) aqueous solution. To obtain a denser and harder material in the outer 
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enamel-like layer, 4 vol% of isotropic alumina nanoparticles were replaced by 100 nm silica particles 

in the casting suspension. Silica was used to produce a liquid phase during sintering, increasing the 

bonding strength among the platelets. The casting procedure was carried out in the presence of a 

rotating magnetic field, thus to replicate the orientation of reinforcing elements found in natural teeth: 

perpendicular to the cusp surface within the enamel layer and parallel to the surface in the underlying 

dentin layer. After sintering, the two-layer structure was polymer-infiltrated to create a tooth-like 

complex-shaped composite with 50 and 64 vol% inorganic phase in dentin-like and enamel-like 

layers, respectively (b). As shown by the electron diffraction X-ray mapping (c), Si atoms are 

exclusively present in the outer enamel-like layer, while Al atoms were present in both layers. Micro-

hardness measurements of the material across the boundary between the enamel- and dentin-like 

layers showed a continuous decrease of the hardness from the enamel-like layer to the bilayer 

interface, before reaching a lower plateau value at the dentin-like side, similarly to the DEJ of natural 

tooth. This gradual transition was imputed to the change in platelets orientation and density across 

the bilayer interface, as shown in (d). This technology appears as an effective approach to generate 

multi-layered composites with mechanical properties that can potentially outperform the most state-

of-the-art dental materials. 

 

Conclusion and future directions 

Object of this review was to illustrate the potential of the innovative multilayer and graded structures 

for i) achieving better integration with the surrounding tissues, ii) joining mechanical strength with 

biological (and/or other) functions, iii) promoting and guiding the activity of different cells, iv) 

enabling the regeneration of multi-tissues. All these aspects have been addressed in paragraphs 3-5: 

the reported examples proved the feasibility to achieve improved or additional functionalities in new 

graded scaffolds whose design (gradation of porosity, composition or microstructure, or even a 

combination of such features) was optimized according to the targeted properties. We are therefore 

assisting to the development of a new generation of scaffolds and devices, with a potential strong 

impact in both hard and hard/soft tissues surgery.  

However, many challenges still remain, which should be properly addressed to translate the promising 

laboratory experimentations to clinical successes.  

With reference to osteochondral tissue regeneration, although the several strategies to establish the 

osteochondral interface, it is still a major challenge to produce a seamless bone–cartilage interface 

that is similar to the native osteochondral tissue. It is in fact extremely complicated to realize a 

continuously gradient structure that allow smooth bone–cartilage interface formation. With reference 

to bone tissue, we can see that most of the efforts are oriented to design and develop scaffolds with a 
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gradation in density from inner to outer layers (e.g., dense core and porous surface) which is inverse 

to the bone architecture, thus still far from mimicking the real bio-mechanics of natural bone.  

In this field, computational models play a key role to predict the properties and modulate them upon 

the layer-by-layer variation of the structure. Thus, on one hand, it is imperative to dedicate extra 

efforts to generate reliable predictive models, useful to optimize the design of the graded structures 

and shorten the development stage. On the other hand, moving from mathematical models to the 

fabrication of the graded materials is a further necessary step. In the field of dental materials, for 

example, it is striking the gap between the numerous papers dedicated to simulate the properties into 

graded junction between enamel and dentin and the few graded structures already developed. More 

in general, there is still a lack of integration between design of customized FGCs and subsequent 

fabrication. The papers that combine simulation and prototypal production are indeed very few.  

Scaling up of these complex scaffolds represents another essential step towards clinical utilization. 

In this frame, substantial research dealing with long-term clinical follow-up, possibly with larger 

animal models, are required before these novel approaches could find clinical applications. 

Finally, the new CAD-CAM driven technologies show a great potential for FGCs, allowing patient-

oriented design of the prosthetic devices and their manufacturing with a high degree of complexity 

and precision. Moreover, the recent advances in 3D printing techniques promote the achievement of 

components with controlled micro- and macro-architectural features and their gradation over the 

different layers of the structures. In addition, they allow to dynamically mix, grade and vary the ratios 

of different materials, resulting in continuous gradients and structurally optimized designs with 

efficient use of materials, reductions in waste and production of highly customizable features. 
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List of Table and Figure captions  

Table 1: Overview of developed FGCs: application fields and investigated compositions. 

Table 2: Physical and mechanical properties of bone and teeth tissues. L= longitudinal loading 

direction, T=transversal loading direction [58,70,73-76,78,80-85]. 

Table 3: Examples of FGCs developed in the biomedical field and their specific applications 

Table 4: The preferred scaffold pore size for different cell types, adapted from [86] with the 

permission of Elsevier under the licence n°4206870438536. 

Figure 1: (A) Schematic section of the bone, showing its hierarchical and multi-layered structure, 

with different porosity levels in osteonal cortical bone. Reprinted from [72] with the permission of 

Elsevier under the licence n° 4206351457998; (B) Microstructure of natural tooth, showing the 

morphology of dentin, enamel and enamel-dentin junction (DEJ). Reprinted from [84] with the 

permission of Elsevier under the licence n° 4206360555100. 

Figure 2: Graded monolithic glass–zirconia four-unit frameworks and single crowns with white (top) 

and light yellow (centre) shades. Similar framework and crown made from monolithic zirconia 

(bottom). Reprinted from [132] with the permission of Elsevier under the licence n° 4206990104304. 

Figure 3: (A) Optical; (B) micro-CT; and (C,D) SEM images of two-layer HA scaffold with a dense 

internal core and porous outer layer. Reprinted from [46] under the Creative Commons Attribution 

(CC BY) license. 

Figure 4: Design and digital photo of the three-layer sample (A); FESEM image of the microstructure 

of the ceramic core (B) and of the PCL/BTC our layer (C); stereomicroscope image highlighting the 

interface between the dense core and the porous ceramic layer. Unpublished results [187]. 
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Figure 5: Design and fabrication of a tooth-like structure through magnetically assisted slip casting. 

a) schematic representation of the target complex-shaped part, comprising a two-layer with locally 

distinct platelet orientation and chemical composition; b) synthetic tooth-like part, showing cross-

sectional cut to reveal its internal two-layer structure; c) elemental analysis of a part of the two-layer 

(box d in c); d) SEM image of the synthetic DEJ, highlighting the distinct platelet orientation in each 

of the two adjacent layers. Adapted from [208] with the permission of Nature Publishing Group under 

the licence n° 4207791408472. 
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Tables 

Table 1 

Field of Application  Examples of components  Examples of investigated compositions  References  

Aerospace/Automotive  Thermal barrier coatings 

(TBCs) and environmental 

barrier coatings (EBCs) for 

gas turbine engines, used in 

automobiles, helicopter, aero 

and marine vehicles; 

protective layers for 

combustion chambers, rocket 

heat shields; disk brake rotor 

systems for automotive 

 

SiC/C  

Al4+2xSi2-2xO10-x (Mullite)/SiC  

Al2O3/ZrO2; YSZ/Al2O3  

 

 

Al2O3/LaAl12O19 (lanthanum hexa-aluminate)  

YSZ/Gd2Zr2O7  

Gd2Zr2O7/(Ce,Y)-stabilized ZrO2  

La2Zr2O7/8YSZ 

LaMgAl11O19/YSZ 

 

La2(Zr0.7Ce0.3)2O7/8YSZ 

Al2O3-Al2TiO5 

 

[9] 

[10] 

[11] 

[12] 

[13] 

[14] 

[15]  

[16]  

[17] 

[18] [19] 

[20] 

[21] 

Military Lightweight army systems, 

ultralight weapons, 

lightweight military 

equipment, armoured vehicles, 

bulletproof vests 

 

SiC fibers/Nasicon; Mullite fibers/Nasicon  

Al2O3/ZrO2  

ZrO–Zr2CN/Si3N4  

 

[22] 

[23] 

[24] 

Machining  Cutting tools, wear resistant 

linings and parts  

Al2O3/TiC; Al2O3/(W-Ti)C 

TiC-TiN 

WC/Co and multiple coated WC/Co; WC:Ti(C,N) 

 

SiAlON-Si3N4 

 

 

[25] 

[26] 

[27] 

[28] 

[29] 

[30] 

Refractories  Glass-melting furnaces,  

feeders, forehearth, tubes, 

plungers, mantle blocks, 

orifice rings 

 

ZrO2-Al2O3/Mullite 

SiAlON, SiAlON-Si3N4  

 

 

Mullite/Al2O3 

 

 

[31]  

[30] 

[32] 

[33]  

[34]  

Energy Turbine blades, evaporator 

tubes in gas turbine 

combustors, components for 

thermionic/thermoelectric 

system, piezoelectric 

materials, cathode materials 

for solid oxide fuel cells 

 

Ti48Al2Cr2Nb/Ti46Al3Cr5Nb2Ta  

ZnO 

B2Te3, Sb2Te3, PbTe-based FGMs 

Pb[TixZr1-x]O3 (PZT), PZT-PVDF  

 

SiC  

LaxSr1-xCoyFe1-yO3- (LSCF) 

(1-x)Pb(Ni1/3Nb2/3)O3-xPb(Zr0.3Ti0.7)O3 

(La,Sr)MnO3-(La,Sr)(Co,Fe)O3]-(Ga-doped 

CeO2)  

 

[35]  

[36]  

[37]  

[38] 

[39]  

[40] 

[41] 

[42] 

[43] 

Electronic/ 

Optoelectronic 

Semi-conductor devices, anti-

reflective layers, sensors, 

fibres, graded index lenses, 

piezoelectric ceramics 

photodetectors for solar cells 

 

 

AlN/GaN  

Pb(Ni1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbZrO3-PbTiO3  

PZT  

PZT-PVDF  

 

[44]  

[42] 

[38] 

[39] 

Biomedical Graded hip prostheses and 

implants, calcium-phosphates-

based porosity graded 

scaffolds, graded coatings, 

Ca5(PO4)3(OH) (HA)  

 

Al2O3 

Al2O3/ZrO2  

[45] 

[46] 

[47] 

[48] 
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interfaces for bone fixation, 

nature-inspired tissue 

engineered scaffolds, dental 

implants and dental 

restorations, drug delivery 

systems  

 

 

 

HA/Al2O3/ZrO2; Al2O3/SiC/ZrO2 

 

HA/Y-TZP 

Al2O3/glass; ZrO2/glass; ZrO2/porcelain 

  

 

 

[49] 

[50] 

[51] 

[52] 

[53] 

[54] 

[55] 

[56] 

 

Table 2 

 Young’s modulus 

(GPa) 

Tensile strength 

(MPa) 

Compressive strength 

(MPa) 

Fracture toughness 

(MPam) 

Cortical bone (L) 17 80-151 170-193 2-12 

Cortical bone (T) 6-13 51-56 133 2-12 

Cancellous bone 0.1-5 10 7-10 0.1 

Enamel 60-100 11.5-42.2 62 0.7-4 

Dentin 13-45 48.7-61.6 194 1-2 
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Table 3 

FGC structures Applications and benefits References 

Compositionally graded Al2O3 / ZrO2 

 

Orthopaedic or dental implants with high 

mechanical strength 

 

 

[48] 

[87] 

[88] 

Porosity graded Al2O3-ZrO2 composite Orthopaedic implants with mechanical 

strength and osteoconductivity 

 

[89] 

Compositionally graded Al2O3-ZrO2 composite 

/ bioglass  

 

Dental implants with mechanical strength and 

bioactivity / osteoconductivity 

[90] 

[91] 

 

Compositionally graded Al2O3 or ZrO2 or 

Al2O3-ZrO2 composite / HA or bioglass 

 

Orthopaedic implants with mechanical 

strength and bioactivity / osteoconductivity 

 

[51] 

[53] 

[92] 

[93] 

 

Porosity graded HA or β-TCP Bone substitutes mimicking the core-shell 

structure of bone (cortical / cancellous) 

 

 

 

Bone substitute with drug delivery system 

Cage for spinal fusion  

 

[46] 

[94] 

[95] 

[96] 

[97] 

[98]  

[99] 

 

Compositionally graded HA / α- or β-TCP  Bone substitutes with a gradation of 

resorption and bioactivity 

 

[100] 

[101] 

[102] 

 

Compositionally graded CaP-based coatings on 

Al2O3 or ZrO2 or Al2O3-ZrO2 composite 

substrates 

 

Orthopaedic or dental implants with a 

resorbable and bioactive surface in contact 

with bone 

 

[103] 

[104] 

[105] 

[106] 

[107] 

 

Compositionally graded polymer (e.g. PCL, 

collagen, PLA) / CaP 

 

 

Bone substitutes mimicking the organic / 

inorganic composition of bone 

Osteochondral (bone-cartilage) scaffold to 

repair articular cartilage and subchondral 

bone 

 

 

[108] 

 

[109] 

[110] 

[111] 

[112] 

Microstructurally graded HA  Bone substitutes with graded grain size to 

obtain graded mechanical and biological 

properties 

 

[45] 

Microstructurally graded Al2O3 or ZrO2  Orthopaedic implants with graded grain size 

to obtain graded mechanical properties 

 

[47] 

 

Table 4 

Tissue regeneration Cell size (μm) Preferred pore diameter (μm) 

Vascular 600 [118-SAL02] 5 (for neovascularisation) [121] 

Hepatocytes 20-40 [119-GAL07] 20 [120] 

Fibroblast 20-50 [118-SAL02] 90-360 [122] 

Bone 20-30 [120-OOT06] 100-350 [123] 
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